Subject: Bryan Employees To Vote On Unionization

Due to circumstances beyond the control of the New York Bryan College administration, employees of Bryan College, unionized by the Service Employees Union (SEIU) in 1974, are being forced to vote on whether to continue union representation.

The SEIU, an international union representing service workers, has indicated its interest in representing Bryan College employees. Bryan College administration, in turn, has indicated its opposition to unionization. The vote will take place on September 13, 1974, at the student bookstore.

The administration has stated that it believes the unionization would be detrimental to the College and its students. Employees, on the other hand, believe that unionization would provide better wages and working conditions.

The vote will be held under the supervision of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). If the employees vote in favor of continuing union representation, the College will have to bargain with the SEIU over wages, hours, and other working conditions.

If the employees vote against unionization, the SEIU will cease representing them.

Employees of Bryan College are encouraged to vote on September 13. The administration has assured employees that there will be no interference with the voting process.

Bryan College has also stated that it welcomes any suggestions and comments from the employees.

The election will be held in accordance with the recommendations of the National Labor Relations Board. The administration has assured employees that there will be no retaliation for support of the union or opposition to it.

The administration has also stated that it does not believe that a majority of the employees want union representation. Employees have indicated their desire for union representation, however, and the administration has agreed to hold the vote.

The election will be conducted by the NLRB, and the results will be binding on all employees at Bryan College.
Dear Editor,

When problems are few and boredom's got you down, just stop in at your friendly, nearby college and have some fun! That way you won't leave you're laughing like hell!

When you start off on your day of fun, stop in at one of the new, plush, lavishly-decorated townhouse apartments (the fact that a college like Bryn Mawr can't afford a few less people-西部会 stones into killing people-who'd put such extra expense for furniture in what was supposed to be the Ritz of the Dorm Village will surely force at least a laugh if you talk to students and see some of the other adult things going on. For example, for those of you who have entered the Freshman Orientation, I hope all of you realize that there is a new, one-time-only fee here at Bryan (oops, I mean at this nearby, friendly college)-for why else would there be those bus blocks up from UIK to tell us about it if they want? If you get here this Jon-Sam time, you can see if you're trying scrubbing it out (and you're trying throwing them out of the dorm store in order to make money-which we say retained earnings...)-but you shouldn't have to try scrubbing it out.

With the help of these two men of magnitude, working diligently (getting financial compensation from the school), these few-minded students have been set straight. We must realize that this is a prison; not a playground. Or at least that what this dramatic duo would have us believe. Who else would ever think of knocking and bust in on students who would be so bold as to play cards, stand in hallways during parties, or just try to enjoy themselves in their own suites. God forbid if a student should break a rule! It must be good, 'cause that man who is the doctor's nurse's hand picked them and he can't be wrong. With people like Steve Stormtrooper and Rick Elster trying to plant flowers in what was used to be known as the Ramses (or at least by them it was) you'll be overwhelmed with high-spirted feelings of love and happiness. But beware—if you should see Greek letters, make sure you duck and cover—everyone knows, they all sick perverts with strange ideas like brotherhood and disdain (as well as weeksends of varied activities and intramural sports). If anyone things he (or she) (let's not forget women's lib) can get through this without seeing how ridiculously this place is managed and not end up in hysteries, we'll eat our ARA dinner (that is, if we have our birth certificates and drivers' licenses as well as letters of permission from our parents.)

The preceding is a work of fiction. Any similarities between actual places and persons is strictly coincidental or a matter of convenience.

Sincerely yours
in Activity Fees, Professor Quicksaw & Dr. Know
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This item is from the archives of the Student Senate, representing the Jewish Student Organization and other members of the Bryant Community of the Jewish faith, I would like to thank all of those students who signed the petition sympathetic with the request that all classes on the Jewish high holy days be postponed. We all must respect Dr. Smith's serious consideration of our petition. I suspect one of the immeasurable factors which Dr. Smith was unable to consider properly was the College having granted classes cancelled for these holidays last year. I would like to bring special attention to the second part of the framework of the policy which Dr. Smith intends to propose to the faculty in his letter to me which was seen last Friday around the College. Dr. Smith states that "because of the constraints of our accreditation association and because of the need to honor the contractual obligation made to all students, classes will neither be postponed nor cancelled." I hope that Bryant College through Dr. Smith's office is prepared to give the same type of consideration, attention to other areas of the accreditation association report, specifically, student activities and facilities, I certainly hope that the College's contractual obligation to all students includes responsibility for all facets of College life and that they will be given adequate consideration and attention.

Sincerely,
Kevin J. McGarry
President, Student Senate

**"Bryant Has Obligation To All Students"**

Dear Editor,

On behalf of the Student Senate representing the Jewish Student Organization and other members of the Bryant Community of the Jewish faith, I would like to thank all of those students who signed the petition sympathetic with the request that all classes on the Jewish high holy days be postponed. We all must respect Dr. Smith's serious consideration of our petition. I suspect one of the immeasurable factors which Dr. Smith was unable to consider properly was the College having granted classes cancelled for these holidays last year. I would like to bring special attention to the second part of the framework of the policy which Dr. Smith intends to propose to the faculty in his letter to me which was seen last Friday around the College. Dr. Smith states that "because of the constraints of our accreditation association and because of the need to honor the contractual obligation made to all students, classes will neither be postponed nor cancelled." I hope that Bryant College through Dr. Smith's office is prepared to give the same type of consideration, attention to other areas of the accreditation association report, specifically, student activities and facilities, I certainly hope that the College's contractual obligation to all students includes responsibility for all facets of College life and that they will be given adequate consideration and attention.

Sincerely,
Kevin J. McGarry
President, Student Senate

**"Day of the Jacquard" September 22
7:00-9:30**
Well, friends, I'm not going to disappoint you this week. I've whipped up another ercol of goofiness for you, so get out the headphones, put on your hippos, turn on the fans and DUCK!

This week, I was swamped by all kinds of letter concerning many accusations and misinterpreting aspects of this fine institution. First of all, I would like to relate my own experiences in accrediting to you. For, as a member of the New England Association of Slandering Columnists (NEASC), which is constantly warning me about my licentious habits which may jeopardize my accreditation, I must report them almost daily to make sure I am fulfilling my obligations to the students.

I also belong to the National Conspiratory Association to Terminate Teachers (NCATE), which is always hounding me about my crystal ball being clear to my thinking of my nose. Well, anyway, get down to brass tacks. I received some very well-known and prominent inquiries this week, but names have been emasculated to protect the knowledgeable. Is everybody ready??

Dear Madame Lovonda,

Boy, these classrooms are really getting bad. I know the College is very plush with wall-to-wall carpeting; but really, Madame Lovonda, walk-on-wall students? Isn't there something about the teacher/student ratio that can save us from this overpopulation?

A. Kredit Ting

Dear Tang,

Usually reliable sources have informed me that this problem will be corrected in the near future (definitely within five years). Christmas isn't easy, but Bryant surely has its first L.A.-Tangy. Happily, the holidays will bring more teaching positions and a tightening up on the academic inoculum should bring the ratio right into line. In the meantime, less teachers and more students sure helps the financial picture—and just think—all those bodies might be the solution to the College's heating and ventilation system this winter!

Unstructuredly yours,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Leslie,

I received the sad news Friday when the Jewish High Holy Days were not granted off. Didn't last year's Calendar Committee include the Jewish Holy Days while looking into the constraints of the Accreditation Association?

Maita Balls

Dear Maita,

You must remember that committees recommend! After all, someone has to make final decisions (of course, if those go wrong, they are back to the recommendations). Last year there were no problems with responses to the Calendar Committee from the High Holy Days, but there were none! But better yet, this year's problems will reach a new, all-time low—because there isn't any Calendar Committee!

Lox of Ludd

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I've heard that the Business Office is withholding the new student allocation of $15 per student that we voted to give to the Student Senate to be returned in activities and services. What are they doing, Madame Lovonda?

Howdy Doody

Dear Howdy Doody,

You know how offices are moving around the College these days (probably so student leder tas can find anyone)—well, it seems that their shifting eres has also struck rights, powers and responsibilities of—you guessed it—the students. But then, of course, you all know about legal responsibilities and delegated authority and the old have never heard gone like "Hoppity-Scotch," but I wouldn't worry much though, because even though it's Howdy Doody time at Bryant College, people who break the rules never win, and some new program is in store since most of the students are tired of getting the same old run.

Captain Kangaroo, Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

The rags are being pulled out from all sides—and you should see the things that have been swept under them! I read last week that the Student Affairs Office is usurping the Student Senate's power of recognition, registration, and funding, no less. The article said the Student Senate funds the organizations on campus, so why do they have the first right of recognition?

Dick Tutor

Dear Dick,

What are you talking about? There are no organizations on campus, save for THE ARCHWAY, LEDGER, and Radio Station. Can you believe that Mr. Goldstein himself calls that what 'Former and Prospective Student Organizations' means, isn't it? Yes, students, one of the College's administrators, who is supposedly here to help students has dissolved all but three of Bryant's organizations—but that's only because she already has them under her authority. If you want to know why Mr. Goldstein has pulled this quacky line, well, I suggest you go and ask her. That is if you are truly an interested student.

Maddeningly,

Madame Lovonda

---

A new club has been formed at Bryant College to promote the ideas and interests of Management students. This is the Management Development Club—a club designed—and built, around the students. The club thrives on uniqueness and variation. Among the varied events in the club are breakfast meetings, lectures, field trips, and dinner functions. But this club continues where other clubs stop. The word DEVELOPMENT is the key to its continuance. The members help each other with problems such as the preparation of resumes and job-hunting. We will have connections with various firms and alumni organizations in and around Rhode Island in regards to job offerings. Aside from this all the main purpose of the club is to provide an outlet for anyone interested in Management or a related field. This club is open to anyone—whether they be Systems, Institutional, or Organizational Management majors—they can even be Accounting or Secretarial majors.

The club was contrived and formed in May, 1974, when a student asked the question, "Is there a Management Club on campus for Management majors?" At that time, there was no such club, so he decided to form one. There were Marketing and Accounting clubs and there was even Delta Omega—but there was no Management club. He then started to promote "interest" in such a club, found an advisor, and wrote a constitution. Professor John Ziegler consented to be the advisor to the club and helped to write up the constitution. Upon the advice of the students, Mr. Goldstein is to give the club off the ground in the beginning are Martin Silverman and Bob Levy. The constitution was handed to the Student Senate in June and was accepted THE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT CLUB OF BRYANT COLLEGE BECAME A REALITY!

And in September we had our first organizational meeting. The attendance was amazing, for we had over 30 people at this first meeting. Elections were held and the officers were elected. They are: Martin Silverman, President; Tom Dultreuil, Vice President; Karen Zaronzy, Secretary; Pat Pouliot, Treasurer; and Bob Picciotti, Public Relations.

The club promises to be a tremendous success but we need more members. If you are interested in joining the Management Development Club, we meet every Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. in Room 250. If you cannot make the next meeting, leave your name, address, and telephone number in mailbox 1957 and we will contact you.

We believe that the Management Development Club is the most important club to be formed in 1974 for there is no other like it on the Bryant College campus.

---

This song keeps haunting me. A remembrance of how I loved you and you sang it to me long ago watching the sea breezes carry the notes far above us to meet our dreams.

I have not seen you yet but this song, our song keeps you constantly on my mind.
David Farrington

I have chosen to run for the Student Senate to serve as a voice of the freshman class, your voice. A voice, not only of your wants and needs, but also of your suggestions and concerns. As your representative I can serve as a link between the freshman class and the other aspects of Bryant life.

I will not make any bad decisions with my bid for election. I have no way of telling what the next few weeks will bring. I can only promise that I will serve the interests of the freshman class to the best of my abilities.

Upon arriving at Bryant we were told that the freshman class was by far the largest of the four classes. A class of all sizes words good representation, our interests must be served. I believe that I can serve these interests. Just give me a chance, let me be your voice.

Sincerely, David F. Farrington

Renee Thomas

Dear Freshman,

My name is Renee Thomas and I am a candidate for freshman class senator. I feel that it is not enough to want changes, we together and strive to unite ourselves, and let it be known that we realize each other's needs and want to create the necessary changes for a more compatible and satisfying life here at Bryant College.

Our student senate should give its members, as well as every other student, a chance to work together as a "unit", it should not govern the student. I also believe the members of student government should be made enough to take the responsibilities expected of them and to govern themselves intelligently.

We have here at Bryant College, a student government, an organization that benefits the entire student body with social and academic innovations. I, having held the office of class secretary, wish in high school to realize the responsibilities that will be upon me if elected as your class senator, I have the determination to endure and the strength to carry your suggestions with me this year.

I will work hard for the student body, but I need your vote to get there.

Respectfully yours,

Renee Thomas

Don Rosenburg

To the Freshman Student Body,

My name is Don Rosenburg and I am running for a seat in the Student Senate. My reasons for running are very simple. I'd like to get involved with the school in an area where I will be a help to my fellow students. So in other words, I'm running to help YOU!

To have a strong freshmen body you need a strong representative. I feel I'm capable of handling the responsibilities of the Student Government so that the freshmen voice will be heard. I've been involved in Student Government before, so I know that a strong representative means a strong voice. I'M THAT REPRESENTATIVE!

As you know the Student Senate takes a most active part in fulfilling the needs and interests of the student body. So if you want your desires to become reality, VOTE FOR ME, DON ROSENBERG, to represent you in the Student Senate.

Thank you.

Joe Ferreira

At this time I would like to inform my freshmen classmates that I, Joe Ferreira, am seeking a position on the Student Senate. As you know the Student Senate takes an active part in the representation of the student body and also in fulfilling the desired needs and changes for the student body. Being very active, and a concerned student in high school and now here at Bryant, I would like to ask you for your support in taking an active part in the Student Senate, so that I may make your desires one of my goals to achieve while at Bryant. I ask all the freshmen for this support on election day, Thursday, September 26. So please get out and vote! Thank You.

Sincerely, Joe Ferreira

Ray Shideler

Hello Fellow Freshmen.

My name is RAY SHIDELER and I am running for the Student Senate. I believe I have something to contribute to this school. What it is I don't know! Being serious now, I feel that I can help you get out of school what you put in. I'm trying to involve myself in a school activity, hoping that this will benefit me as well as the school.

I could talk about the usual political bull, saying how qualified I am, even though I have had political experience or how ambitious I am even though I am. Oh yes, not to mention being courteous, kind, obedient, truthful, brave, clean and germ free. Yeah I missed some too, but did I say I was perfect?

Below are my faults (in spades order), for without these I would never make a GOOD Student Senator: (1) Drink too much; (2) Forget to brush teeth sometimes; (3) Forget to comb hair (sometimes); (4) Fail at physical, arts, and sports; (5) But humor (F A N Y); (6) Neglect studies; (7) Talk too much; (8) Relish and Yawn when listening; (9) WOULDN'T MIND WINNING

Winning would be great, but working FOR the Student Body, as a member of the College, is "in the real thing." Vote for RAY SHIDELER and we'll make the school even better.

Lee Schneider

Hello, I'd like to greet my fellow freshmen and introduce myself. My name is LEE SCHNEIDER, and I am running for a seat on the student senate.

I could go into a big spiel about why I want to be here, but this is not important to you. What is important is what I will do if I win. I won't make any promises about what I will do until I find out what you want me to do. I'd simply like to say that I can honestly represent you, my freshman class, in the student senate. Please vote on Thursday, September 26, from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the Rotunda. Thank you.

Nancy Weeks

To my Fellow Classmates:

Although you may not know each other yet, I'm sure we will know a great number in our class by the end of the year.

My name is Nancy Weeks, one of many freshmen candidates running for Student Senate which is composed of 24 members, 6 from each class. Their purpose is to try to grant the wishes and wants of the student body, if possible.

In the past I was a member of a Student Council which is similar to the Student Senate in the respect that their major function is to represent and serve the students.

With your help I hope to change, in whatever way possible, the days, WEEKS and months ahead.

Thank you.

Nancy Weeks

Terrence W Allen

Dear Fellow freshmen,

My concern for our class as a whole is the most important reason that I chose to run for the freshmen Senate.

I served for two years as a class representative in the Student's Junior Senate and was also Senior Class treasurer at La Salle Academy in Providence.

As a commuter I will be able to represent the "large minority" to 1/3 of our entire class. A unity between dorm students and commuters will be my main objective.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support.

Sincerely,

Terrence W Allen

William Gaherty

To The Freshman Class,

I could make promises on dreams, platforms on lies and stand on points of irritations but I haven't even entered the first month. Concern for the feelings and desires of the learning body and for a Student Senate of the students, by the students for the students is imperative. I want to devote time, not only at Senate meetings, but also with fellow Senators, Freshmen, Upperclassmen and the Administration, working at finding and moving down a road of progress to a better Bryant Community.

Sincerely yours,

William Gaherty (Gar)
The FALL, 1974 SEMESTER

The Fall Semester enrollment was so heavy that the Graduate Office was swamped with new admissions, residencies, and new applications. The Fall enrollment figure has exceeded 440—an all-time high. A preliminary indication is that the Graduate School is attracting more students who have attended other colleges and universities. Some of these students are mid-management, or higher levels of responsibility. A considerable number either have a graduate degree or have had some previous graduate study, including a few Ph.D’s.

NOVEMBER ATGSB EXAM DATE

If you will be applying to a Graduate School this Fall, a MBA Degree program, you may be required to submit test scores for the Graduate Management Admission Test (ATGSB). To see what Graduate Business Study in Management published by the Graduate Business Admissions Council, Box 986, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540. This little booklet requires the ATGSB scores and also gives a brief summary prepared by each school in its MBA programs.

Dean Lobovitz

The FALL, 1974 SEMESTER

Now that the Fall Semester is under way, several institutions with which the Graduate School will be getting under way include meetings of the MBA Associates (our Alumni), the Graduate Business Advisory Council (our top business advisors), and the Graduate Faculty (your instructors). We also plan to schedule one or more meetings of our CMBA at various colleges, possibly on a Saturday morning.

GRADUATE STUDENT NEWS

W e w e l c o m e i t e m s concerning our graduate students, either present or past.

QUESTIONS ON THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS

We welcome questions on our Graduate Programs that will be of general interest.

"Bob Di Prete- Not Central Scheduling"

by Anne-Marie Vigneau

In the past few years, there has been a growing interest on the part of outside groups to hold some of their special meetings and activities here at Bryant. Because of the number of students involved for each of these functions, it was decided to open the position of Central Events Coordinator and Robert DiPrete was hired for the job. Serving a go-between for the various college offices and services, and the groups or clubs who wish to use the school’s facilities, it is Mr. DiPrete’s responsibility to take care of all the paper work and see to the numerous details.

Temporarily working under Richard Twomey, the position of Coordinator is part of the Public Affairs Office, and as such, will be under the jurisdiction of the Vice-President of Public Affairs, when one is named. Although this position has only been here a little over a month, Mr. DiPrete was very active in working on Orientation and participated in the preparations for the Jacobs Drive Dedication.

At present, the position is only a part-time one, so he is taking courses in Public Relations at Providence College and hopefully will soon be starting a graduate program in Marketing Communications at Rhode Island College, his alma mater. When not busy working or studying, Bob DiPrete is usually involved in sports. He is an avid skier, but also enjoys tennis, golf, and water skiing.

Marketing Strategies Gets Into It

Cramer, Trowbridge, Case & Basford, Inc.—A unique marketing course combining practical classroom work with textbook theory is being offered at Bryant University, according to Dr. James S. Gould, Chairperson of the Marketing Department.

Forming a course for the entire Marketing Department are Dr. Gould and Philip M. Johnson, Senior Vice President of Orson P. Case & Basford, Inc., a Providence advertising-public relations agency. CTCMB is a Coordinated Communications, Inc., company. "The course is designed to provide managers, or Hopefuls for the animation—whether it’s appropriate in an actual situation," current textbook Gould. "With Mr. Johnson’s 20 years of marketing experience as a prime resource, we will show how the students how textbook theories can be used correctly and that so-called exceptions have to be made to meet actual business situations," "We don’t know of any other college course with this approach to marketing instruction," Mr. Gould continued. "Any one who can’t think of a better way to ease students into the profession than from learning to do.

Using information from elsewhere, he has worked for the last few years, Mr. Johnson will expose the students to a number of case histories to show how they fit or fail to fit with textbook theory. Moved out of the course, the class will be divided into five teams. Each will be responsible for a marketing communications problem that was actually faced by a large commercial company and assigned to formulate a strategy for solving it.

Mr. Johnson has been a guest lecturer at a number of marketing seminars. He has had several communications at Bryant and several other universities. The idea for a full
SIXTEN PICTURES APPOINTMENTS FOR 1975 LEDGER

September 24

September 25

The record asylum
The newest Record and Head Shop in R.I., the only one in Smithfield.

RTE. 5 SMITHFIELD (next to Wally's Tap) 231-2430

One of the longest lasting establishments in the area.

"30 years in business...""TOMMY'S"

Open End Is Back!

Open End, the student-to-student peer counseling service on Bryant's campus, is back in operation after the summer vacation. But we need help. Due to graduation, transfer, and other job conflicts, our staff of counselors is low. We are looking for dedicated students who may have been helping fellow students talk out problems. We need counselors who are not afraid of a training program, who are willing to give up some of their time and are interested in the desire and ability to do a little work to help others. For that is the purpose of Open End. We need help. We provide a place where a student can go to talk to other students about a problem that’s bugging him, to get some information about any subject, or just to rap with someone for awhile. We try to provide a place to go to be heard, if they need help, or if they just don’t think that their recreation or the school would understand. In doing this, our method is simple—students talk; we listen. And if they can offer some help, we make a suggestion. We can’t guarantees success. Decisions on what to do are entirely the students. We merely offer guidance.

If this kind of service appeals to you, why don’t you stop by our office (next to Tommy’s) any day from 2-4 p.m. and see if you can offer some help, or if we can offer some help, we make a suggestion. We can’t guarantees success. Decisions on what to do are entirely the students. We merely offer guidance.
Beyond The Attempt To Even The Score

by Terrie Barone

Babe Ruth is a legendary hero, Hank Aaron is a living hero. To her followers, Billie Jean King is a hero. And now, Evel Knievel is trying his daring tricks to be a hero. (Does the word "hero" sound a bit repetitious?) Evel's case, however, is a little more interesting than the cases of the previously mentioned athletes.

In retrospect, Evel's attempt to "swop" the Grand Canyon was earmarked by three alternatives: He could succeed, he could have failed but survived; or, he could have experienced the ultimate failure. If Knievel was successful, the impact of his not-so-jock-star feat would have diffused well before the Guinness Book of World Records could have printed his name. (What can you say about a motorcycle daredevil who crosses the Canyon in a quasi-spacehip equipped with every safety precaution available?) If he failed completely, the name of "Evel Knievel" would probably become synonymous with the words, "nut," "suicidal," and "pioneered."

We now know that Evel attempted, failed, but survived. His course has been completed, or, rather, one should say it has just begun. Not only has his failure paved the way for future suspects, it has laid the foundation for a new "selling" of his image. It will be an image sponsored by the manufacturers of motorcycles, T-shirts, television, and Hollywood. (Tinsel Town has just got to give George Hamilton one more chance.) Unfortunately, Americans will "buy" the fabricated hero.

For the moment, let's assume that professional women's sports have come of age--it is recognized fully as a viable and integral part of our society. This being accomplished, sportswomen of professional ranking have two alternatives: First, they can consider themselves "on par" with their male counterparts and be satisfied with the new-found status; or, two, they can rise above the controversial elements of aggression, the marketing of superstars, and the mass-producing of hero-figures. If women in the pro sports opt for, and achieve the latter, then one cannot deny that women are the true athletes. Because the assumption is a valid one, the sports world of the not-so-distant future looks very, very interesting.

SEPTEMBER FEST '74

A beautiful Friday afternoon and you've just finished classes for another week. It's a perfect time for rating, drinking beer, listening to good music and being with friends. Which is exactly what the Bryant College Servitum Club and the Bryant College Marketing Club have in mind for Friday, September 27 from 1-7 when they will present SEPTEMBER FEST '74.

For the first time on campus, two clubs have joined forces to provide a great time for all. So come to the field behind Dorms 5 and 6 now Friday afternoon. There will be enough beer and food to satisfy everyone. Be there - a splendid time will be had by all.

For more information, visit the Masques at the Administration Building and the Bryant College Marketing Club at Room 386A. All interested students are invited to attend this event.

Classified Ad

FOR SALE


Student Senate Concert Poll

The Senate Entertainment Committee is considering the following groups for concerts this school year. Please check the three (3) groups of your choice. These groups have been chosen because of their availability and cost.

- James Gang
- Poco
- New Riders
- Linda Ronstadt & Livingston Taylor
- Eagles
- Sha Na Na
- Kool & the Gang
- Tower of Power
- Bay & the Americans & Brooklyn Bridge

Please drop your answers in the boxes you will find outside the Administration Building.
First Home Soccer Game Monday, Sept. 23 Against Roger Williams

Football Team List

Intramural Football Schedule
Sunday, September 22
1:15 p.m. F1 Delta Sig vs. PEP
2:30 p.m. F1 TE vs. TKE
3:45 p.m. F1 9 vs. 1

Wednesday, September 25
3:15 p.m. F1 7 vs. 3
4:30 p.m. F1 6 vs. 4

Friday, September 27
3:15 p.m. F1 4 vs. 9
4:30 p.m. F1 5 vs. 8

Selin's Sport Quiz
1. Who was the last major leaguer to hit four home runs in one game?
2. Which sport has been called "the fastest sport in the world."
3. What tennis player headed the list of 1973 money winners among men?
4. Who holds the record for the fastest official time in the 100-yard dash?
5. What NBA player has scored the most points in a career during the playoffs?
6. Who has the longest successful field goal in N.F.L. history?
7. Name the most recent golfer to win $1,000,000 in his career.
8. What former heavyweight champion won the gold medal for the U.S. as the light-heavyweight champion?
9. What major college football team has the record for consecutive victories in post-season play?
10. What country finished second to West Germany in the latest World Cup?

The correct list of answers and the winner's name and PICTURE will be published in next week's issue. Please submit answers to THE ARCHWAY Office by Wednesday.

LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS

Nick's Picks
Green Bay over Baltimore
Cincinnati over Houston
Oakland over Kansas City
Miami over Buffalo
New York over N.Y. Giants
Los Angeles over New Orleans
Minnesota over Detroit
N.Y. Jets over Chicago
Pittsburgh over Denver
Washington over Los Angeles
Cincinnati over San Diego
Atlanta over San Francisco

T.F.A. 's LIST OF TITLES
1. The New York Yankees are二战期间的93胜
2. The Boston Red Sox are the 1993 World Series Champions
3. The New York Mets are the 1969 World Series Champions
4. The St. Louis Cardinals are the 1928 World Series Champions

YOGA
For Fitness, Health & Relaxation
Monday Afternoon 1 to 2:30 Thursday Evening 7:30 to 9
GREENVILLE GRANGE Austin Ave.
For Information Call 949-3371

SPORTS DUGOUT INC. & CHALET
Rte. 146A Park Square Northe Smithfield, R.I. 769-5992
Headquarters for all your sporting goods needs
• GOLF
• BASEBALL
• TENNIS
• HOCKEY
• SKI SHOP
• SOCCER
• SOFTBALL
• TROPHIES
R.I. ADIDAS Athletic Shoe Headquarters